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Number One

An Open Letter to Beer, Wine and Whiskey SeUers, Traffickers in Blood Money
By J. J. Corum

ARE engaged in the most
wicked business on earth. There
is nothing being carried on in side or outside of hell so wicked, that
is saturated with such infamy, debauchery and destruction in this life
and eternal damnation in the life to
come. You are doing business under
a false illusion, as no man, state or
nacion can legalize anything God has
forbidden. You are doing business
with a conscience void of everything
that is holy, pure, virtuous, elevating, educational or common sense.
You are enemy number one to your
community, to our public schools,
our states, our nations; to common
decency, the brotherhood of man.
and nations: to Christianity, the
Church of the living God and God
Himself. About one-third of the people of the earth have been laboring
under a curse from God for almost
4,000 years, brought about by one
man getting drunk. If one man getting drunk one time in a life time of
9 5 0 years brought a curse of God
upon one-third of the human race,
surely the whole world is now under
a curse, and you ;ire helping to heap
curse upon curse. Some of you may
think you are respectable citizens in
the community where you live, but
/OU are operating the most disreputable business in the world, and a man
is no better than the business in which
he is engaged.

You may have a place you call a
home of your own, but you are knowingly, willfully, maliciously, destroying the homes of others. Your children may never be orphans. but you
are making orphans of other children
who are entitled to the same chance in
life as yours. Your bodies may never
be ravished with disease. but you are
causing millions of others to be weakened in body and mind, to be
wrecked in body and soul You may
never be an inmate of an insane asylum, but you are helping to send others who will never return to normal
life.
You may not be dope peddlers, in
the commonly accepted sense, but you
are_ selling a narcotic that is a deadly
poison.
You may not be in the kidnapping
racket, but your satanic traffic is kidnapping the integrity, the right to
sound bodies and minds, good homes,
the right to good parents, a virtuous
environment and the right to be
reared in a peaceful habitation from
our boys and girls.
You may not be a criminal according to the law which granted you the
license under which you sell the damnable. devil-injected poimn, but you
are robbing boys of real manhood,
girls of their virtue. and 1ittle children
of food, clothing anu comforts of
a good home.

You may not be a murderer, but
you are engaged in a business that
kills, destroys, and damns the bodies
and souls of multitudes every year.
You may not be a reckless driver
but your deadly dope is causing our
highways to be baptized in human
blood and thousands of souls plunged
into ete~nity unprepared to meet a
loving Saviour and a just God.
Your infernal traflfc brings wreckage to lives, destruction to homes,
sorrow to mothers, heartaches to
wives, poverty to innocent children.
confusion to the community, corruption to the state, disintegration to the
nation, and disgrace to civilization. It
empties pantries, engenders strife,
ravages the body and hangs crepe on
the door. It is dishonorable, betraying, depraving, and degenerating. It
is an enemy of virtue, modesty, and
chastity. It destroys honesty, crowds
our courts with criminals, overflows
our penal institutions and costs our
tax payers millions of dollars that
should go into our schools and
churches.
You are engaged in this bloody
evil for gain of a few dollars, but
you are trafficking in the souls of men.
The filthy lucre coming into your
hands from this business is blood
money, and you are more guilty than
Judas who sold his Saviour for thirty
pieces of silver and then did the
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

CJJy The
Preach Calvary
Fred T. Corum A.B. LLB. Editor
In the opening me sage of the SixCoNTIUBUTINC EDITORS
teenth
General Council of the Assem Auo: REYNOUIS FLOWU
DONALi> G&E
J. R. E.uo111 blies of God at Dallas, Texas, on
HJJI.Ry LoNc
CHAS. A. SHAEVK
September 12th, Rev. J. R. Flower
J. N. Hoovu
Tm: A.cur. F.um.T stated that God's glory will come
Entered u ~cond class matter at the P011t Of.
forth once more as it did in the beginlice, Framinfiham, Mau. Nov. 5, 1920. Acning if our preachers will come back
cepted fo-r mailin& at special rates of i:,o-taee
to
the Crosn. H e said, " When I go
oder the Act of Oct. 3, 1917, Section 1103.
to church I do not want to be fed on
ln the United States and Pcael9ion, !Oe a
copy, $1.00 a year; Canada, $1.25; Gt. Brit&ui
European politics. 1 am getting tired
and Poa..,..iona, 6.. In buadles: 20 copiea,of discussions about Mussolini and
Sl.00; 50 copies $2.00; 100 copies, $3.00. Remit b, J)Ol.tal or expreu 111ot1ey order, check or Hitler. I want to hear the old-fash ioned story of the Cross, the sincere
!i-k draft in United Staw fund. to Omatiu
Wmun' Union. Inc.
mil~ of the Word , the Gospel of Jesus
Chnst, something that will meet the
Publi,hed moatnly by
needs of my soul and make me feel
like going down at the foot of the
Cross.
"I know that we need teaching
about many things.
We want to
know much about the coming of the
J.uu.s J. CoauM, MANACU
Lord, prophecy and world events,
the gifts of the Spirit and hosts of
Each i11&ue of "Word and W orl,'' u prepared
other things. But sometimes I fear
with a Tiew to settinz forth the Full Goepel
meuage: Salvation through faith in the aloniag
we are apt to forget Calvary, the place
Bl~ of the Son of God, Healing by His
of reconciliatjon and reclemptio .
strip~•• Holy Living tbrough His mdwellin;. the
'Tne Holy Spirit has been given
Bapt1s111 of the Holy Ghost -aa ori11nally received
as
a
direct result of Calvary. There
on the day of Pentecost, and the Second Comin1r
would have been no Pentecost if there
of our Lord ud Saviour Jesus Christ. It also
presents current matters taking place in the world
had not been Calvary. There would
and how they lit in God's di ..ine program.
have been no Sinai if there had not
We deeply appreciate your co-operation and
first been the Passover. The glory of
assistance in getting new subscribers and puttinst
God would have never fallen in Sol"Word arul Worf' on ill $0Ul•oaving ministry.
omon's Temple if thl're had not first
"For IDe are labtJrera togelhu t1>ith Cod"(l Cor.
3:9).
been a sacrifice and the shedding of
blood."
LEGAL FORM OF BEQUEST
For the information of any who 111ay wish
Wholesomeness
to i..a\e provi.i.001 in their wills for BETHEL
This attitude makes the PenteHOii[[ FOR THE ACEI>, an incorporated ~Ille,
costal mes ·age wholesome. The edi where, under God, we care for retired Ministers,
tor once attended a convention at
Missionaries and Ou-istiao Woden, we ;iYe
which the leader stated that John 3 :the followiosi legal form of bequest:
16 was obsolete and out of date be"I hereby give, devise, and beque-.th unto
cau e it wa before the Day of Pente8£TR£L HOM£. FOR THE ACED, of 7 Auburn
cost. that since the Day of Pentecost
Street, FT&miu;ham, MasuchuoeUs, a charitable
a.nd refigiom corporation, organized and existonly the Holy Ghost should be
llll andcr the Inn of the Conunonwulth of preached and not Salvation. No wonMusachusett., tbe sum of . . . . • . . . . . dollan
der this man's leadership has since reto bo paid out of any real or peno11al "'late
sulted in a mess and much harm to the
owDed by me at my decca.se.."
Pentecostal Movement.
John 3: 16 say , "God so loved the
u.:orld Lhat He gave His only begotten
Son Lhat whosoever be{ieuet h on Him
might not perish but have everlasting
life.'· God· s love and the sacrifice of
His Son is never obsolete or out of
date. It is the only hope of the world.
Let us not werv, from the true course
BEFORE HAVING YOUR PR1NTING of the old fashioned Go pel.
Founded in 1878

DONE, LET US GIVE YOU AN ESTI·
MATE ON COST.

"THREE MODERN EVll...5.- hy G.....w
B. Winrod. De.ala with Mord.n.iaa, Atlwiiaa,
uad Bolelaevi1D1. 50 page booklet for 25c.

Who Won?
Information gathered from various
sources indicates the cost of the World
War to the United States to be about
$50,000,000,000. Thts does not in-

Editor
elude the $12,000,000,000 owed to
us by other governments. Let us analvze a little : this fifty billions would
build a $100,000 school in every
town over ten thousand population
in the United States, a $1.000,000
high school in every city over 100,000, build a $10,000JO0O university
in each state with ;i $40,000,000
trust fund for each university; it
would also double the present alary
of every teacher in the Americ2n pub lic schools, and pay this salary for ten
years without any school tax for this
ce-1 years, also give each family in the
United States $1.000.00 and pay the
bo1rns claimed by ou~ soldiers.
Salute the Flag
Recently a lad of eight years of age,
in a public school in Lynn, Massachusetts, refused to salute the American
flag or pledge allegiance to our country. He said it would be taking the
''Mark of the Beast." After investigation it was oundJlls..par~nts belonged
to a sect ca led "Jehovah's Witness."
The little lad cannot be blamed,
for in the face of ridicule and contempt and being "razzed" by the other boys he is plucky enough to stick
by the religious training in tilled in
his heart. He had been taught that
it was ·•worldly'' and disrespectful
to God.
His parents want him to go to the
public school and receive the benefits
''Old Glory" has made po sible. His
parents want to enjoy the protection
to their home and their lives and the
freedom the American government
gives them.
These sacred benefits have been purchased for every American citizen by
great sacrifice by the shedding of the
blood of many heroes and the per everance and fortitude of the builders
of our republic, and many an eye ha
wept to see that banner in the sky,
for it betokens the spirit. that made
chose heroes dare to die and leave their
children free. Wh n that flag is bes011irched and no longer floats there
will not be "a land of the free and a
home of the brave."
There is a erene providence th.1t
hath made and pre erved us a nation.
where the flag is loved while mo t
other flags are only feared.
If the lad grows up and discover
wbat it is all about, he will probably
have a contempt for his parents and
the sect. for such conduct is s1iabby.
che.:ip and ignoble, unworthy of a
true American.
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D~RNIN G THe THIN PLHCes
BY

~LlC6

R6YNOLDS

Years ago I read the story of a dear old lady
teJcbing her little granddaughter to darn stockings.
Pulling the darner out of a stocking, the girl
gleefully said, "I've mended the last hole, grandmother. I'm through." "Hold on, darling," said
the grandmother, "What about the thin places?"
The bright little face fell as grandmother replaced
the darner, and together they looked for the thin
places. "Why bother about the thin places, grandmother?" the child asked. "Is it not enough to darn
all the boles?'· Then the wise, loving grandmother
explained what a stitch, in time would do, oft~n
preventing the hole entirely-and so much easier
to mend. Presently the darning dropped from
both their hands and to that youthful heart came a
message for all time as grandmother applied the
homely lesson to the greater things of life. Her
final admonition still lingers with me, "Never forget. darling, to hunt for the th.in places all throug~
life. It won't take long to remforce them, and tt
may save hours of time and worry later on, as well
as possible embarrassment and heartache."
"Thin places!" They are not nearly so discernible as the gaping holes, for everybody sees
them. We neglect the thi-n places until too late
just because they are not so apparent; while, because we cannot hide the gaping holes, we work
hard to remedy them throughout life's problems
gene rail y. But practically every gaping h'?le was
once a thin place. If you could have caught 1t then,
how much easier the mending would have beenhow less possible the disheartening mistake.
We will find that the Holy Spirit is very
faithful Lo us about these "thin places" if we only
bee<l the promptings and checks that come from
God. "Mind the checks," was my good mother's
advice. I have actually known her to leave a sentence unfinished with only this simple explanation,
" I feel cliecked," Right there perhaps was a "thin
pllce" saved for all eternity. Do you recall this
verse?

"\Vords are things of little cost.
Ouick!y spoken, quickly lost;
We forget them. but they stand
Witnesses at God's right hand,
At,d their testimony bear
For us or against us tf:iere."

"'
•
~

Wl1Jt sorrow. strife, broken bcarts and 1:omes
could have been p~evcoted if mor.! sentences hid
gone unfinished-checked by God before some
"t11in place" had become an actu.11 bre_ak. Th~rc
;ire some people who count up to a certain nurnb ~r.
when ,1ngry, before they spe;,,k. For us who follo,,·

e
-~·•••e•~1(i
(i

~ r(I~ ~ ~ ' ] "'

• '"

FL0~6R

the meek and lowly Jesus the touch of His nailpierced hand should ever be enough to deter us from
harsh, impetuous words. "Be ye angry and sin
no1··-by word or deed-applies very well here.
Then there are the "thin places" in our fellowship with one another. Paul must have been thinking of these when he wrote the words in Heb l 2:
15, "Looking diligently lest any man fail of the
grace of God; lest any root of bitterness sprinqinq
up trouble you and thereby many be deli.led." Did
ever strife or division come without first a "thin
place"-a root almost negligible in appearance yet
capable of sending out shoots of alarming size?
We are all too sensitive; too conscious of our
rights, our privileges, our abilities, our religious
standing; too anxious to be properly understood
and recognized. Call it what you please. but l
fancy God looks upon all such self-consideration
as "thin places" in our lives and service for God.
In some of these vulnerable points we all fail so
often of His grace, and the "thin place" becomes
an open break of defeat.
Unfortunately the matter does not end here.
Our failure weakens tbe unity of God's children.
The jealousy, suspicion, resentment springing up
in one heart stirs a similar fire in another heart until a "thin place" gives way in somebody else.
Like the gradual working of leaven the trouble
spreads until Christ-like fellowship is broken in a
church and many have been defiled. Most every
sud1 difficulty st rted with one or two inclividualsr
careless of some "thin place."
To know His grace in its fulness is to be~r.
to suffer. to break when conditions annoy._ When
two mountain r;oats meet on a narrow crevice, one
immediately lie; flat while the other walks across
the prostrate body of the first. Thus both m:iy
continue on their way safely. Is it not a lesson for
Christians? Meekness is not weakness, and it takes
t1 e strength of a lion to do the humble, ChristIike thing often times.
There will always be "thin places" here on
earth, for we all have them. Here is manifest ti ~
triumph of His grace. Praise our God! And whl~
endeavoring to reinforce our own "thin place$."
let us not needlessly antagonize the · 'thin places'·
of others. Of course we can see them. sometimes
b~t·er tlnn the folk themselves. How little grace
we show to rub their "thin places" into holes l And
yet this is so frequently done. Instead n1.1y WI!
know th~t burning love that shall cause us to ever
"Lift thn hand.~ which hang down, and the feeble
h.nee·" IH b. 12:12).
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Failure, But Success Through Christ
By Albert Weaver, Rockrimmon, Springfield, Massachusetts
from God's appointed way and was Canaan. But he took with him a
"I Am the Way"
a failure for a time. He followed the beautiful girl (Haga r, an Egyptian),
CiREAT majoriry of the business
men of the world fail in busi- Lord and journeyed to Canaan, the who became his concubine, and a
ness. This is also true in the Promised Land, it is true, and because child was born unto them (whom
professional world, and in all walks there was a famine in Canaan he went they named Ishmael), born after the
of life. Failure or defeat stares every- down to Egypt where there was flesh, who almost brought disruption
one in the face. Notwithstanding, plenty. But he did just what men into the family. Then• was contenevery sane or right-minded person naturally do in trying circumstances. tion and strife for years, until both
wants to be a success, and God so in- However, God did not send Abraham he and his mother had to be turned
down to Egypt. He went of his own out. True, Abraham came back to
tended it.
Most all of us start wrong. We accord. Therefore he was out of God; but it left a scar never to be
should start with God, our Creator, divine order and lost a God-given healed. So it does with every backand give Him our young and very opportunity of trusting Him and of slider, who fails God. We have the
best days. We should get well estab- seeing Him work a miracle to supply descendants of Ishmael to this day
across the Jordan, thousands of them
lished spiritually, physically, and
unconquered and half civilized, desert
mentally, and continue faithfully
roamers.
with Hirn to the end of life. Then
we would be successful. But so many,
Saul's Failure
even after starting well. drop out by
King Saul was another failure. He
the way, because they go into by and
started well, was brought out from
I
forbidden paths not marked out by
obscurity to fill a prominent place in
Jesus said, "I am the
the Lord.
Israel. but finally became exalted in
Way." and if we follow His footsteps
himself through successes, was proud,
we shall not go astray and shall be a
arrogant and self-seekin_g, which alsuccess, but not as the world reckons
ways leads downward and to failure
success. How many great men have
in God's sight. In Saul's case it refailed at some part of the way, and
sulted in his downfall. in the loss of
many entirely. This has often been
his kingdom, and finally in a horrible
due to being untrue to their Goddeath. He took his own life. What
given trust. God bas a purpose for
a record in the pages of sacred history!
every life, but we have the power to
Moses' Failure
thwart that purpose if we so choose.
Moses, the meek man, God's
Notwithstanding, tbere is one thing
appointed leader; when a child hidden
that God will not do, namely, He
away in the bullrushes to preserve
will not take from us our freedom of
his life; forty years a young man
choice. We are free moral agents. So
shepherd in the desert, where he
many leave God out of the question,
got his calling to leadership as no
and the best of us of ten take things
other man, in history. He was called
into our own bands and go our own
to preserve the posterity of God's
way. We are unwilling to bumble
chosen people: to lead them into their
ourselves, at every point to be teachpromised land and to receive the Law
able, and to be led by the Spiri\ of
from Mount Sinai. But even this
God. Self is unwilling to die, and his need in a trying hour. If Jesus righteous man who met God face to
generally looks out for s~lf interest~, could feed five thousand people in a face failed Him in the last moment ot
and therefore often occupies a promi- desert place, with a few small fishes his life through disobedience.
He
nent place in life, usurping the Holy and a few small loaves of bread, surely manifested an angry spirit and struck
Spirit's place. But if we are to be a He could have supplied Abraham's the rock in the wilderness, when he
success spiritually, in G~d's Hands, need in Canaan, his God-appointed should have just spoken to it as God
we must be willing to dte, moment place. Spiritually, Egypt stands for commanded him-and for this he
by moment, to eve~ything that_ min- the world, and Abraham made a mis- was not permitted to enter Canaan.
isters to the self life. There 1s no take by turning to the world for help But on the Mount of Transfiguration
other way in God's plan for us but in a trying hour, as so many of us do. after death he and Elijah were both
the Way of the Cross. As Willi:im This with a godly man always brings present with Jesus- and this was in
Law puts it so beautifully, "God failure and God's disapproval, and the Land of Canaan.
must do all. or all is nothing," and after a time of ten a train of unpleashrael's Failure
God cannot do all until all is expected ant circumstance,, ever to be remeIsrael. to whom much was given
died. This was true in Abraham's and from whom much was expected.
from Him.
Abraham's Failure
life and we have evidence of it to this failed God utterly in that they rejecMany of the old worthies of Bible day. He falsified in Egypt by saying ted Jesus their brother according to
times failed God in part and some that his wife was his sister when she the flesh, born of a Jewess but under
entirely. Abraham was one; He knew was his half-si,te\, but he did it to the Law, the Saviour of the world .
God as it were face to face . He start- .save his own life. He retraced his He was their Messiah, for whom they
(Con tinued on Pili • 14)
rd out well, but in a crisis departed steps, it is true, and went back to
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The Mark Draws Nearer
By

O

NE OF THE outstanding signs of

the closing period of man's
rule upon the earth is the domineering spirit that is prevalent among
those who attain authority. We must
admit the n cessity of a great deal or
that in order to cope with the in reasing disrespect for the laws of the land.
Society exalts a criminal lawyer and
pays homage to him because he is
smart enough to snatch a law-breaker
from the hands of the law. That
encourages the criminal element. That
brings more drastic methods from
those in authority to deal with the
situation. Those conditions are intensified as civilization becomes more
complicated. Those who know their
Bible are assured that this civilization will continue to become more
complicated until the breaking point
is reached, namely: the Battle of
Armageddon .
God laid the blue-print down for
the builders of the land. It has been
constantly rejected . Civilization today is a complicated structure without
a true foundation. Man's final effort
to avoid the crash is dictatorship:
dictating to one and all and eliminating all personal freedom. That new
system of government will also be a
failure for the reason that wherever
it is springing up they exalt it above
God and the Church. According to
God 's Word that constitutes blasphemy.
We read in Revelation 13 ; I that
a beast arises up out of the ea with
the name of blasphemy on his heads.
Daniel 7: 2 3 tells us that the beast is
that fourth and last great kingdom
that conquers the whole world-for
a period of time until he be subdued
by the Most High, and the Saints will
then take charge of the earth (Matt.
5:5; Zech . 6:15; Rev. 20:6).
Revelation 12: 16 tell us that the
head of this beast system of government or the personal beast will cause
all classes, rich and poor alike. to
have a mark put on their foreheads or
on their right hands. The fate of
those is well explained in chapter 14:
11. Many will refuse the mark and
consequently be killed, according to
Rev. 14: 12, 13, but they will likewise rule with the rest of the saints
during the reign of Christ upon the
earth (Rev. 20:4).
Checking up on many of the
national events of the present day we
find the spirit of that coming mark in

Frank lsensee, Modesto, California

different forms throughout the land .
The first outstanding sign of that
spirit in modern tim rs w a, the Union
card. In all fairness to Unionism
( this writer carried a card for many
years) I must say the motive in most
cases has been a desire for fair play .
Nevertheless the spirit of being bossed
and taking orders when to work and
where to buy, etc., was there, and a
clear conception of what that can lead
to is well known to most readers .
Just a year ago the city of San
Francisco was completely closed for
several days by orders from Union
head-quarters. All classes alike were
told just where to eat, and every move
in the city limits was directed by the
Union bosses. Who was right or
wrong I am not able to say . The
fact remains that it was a good e:xample of how easily great power of
authority can slip into single hands.
I have never given the N .R.A.,
much study. Any of God's children
could tell from the start that it would
be a failure. Even so, here again we
have seen a good example of the coming mark . Dictated from head-quarters what to sell. what not to grow,
even going so far in some sections as
to tell how much ham to put in a
sandwich and what to char<:e for it.
We beheld how that blue eagle
appeared with seven featl·ers on
one wing and ten on the other, svmbolical of the Beast of Rev . 13: 1.
Regardless of the fact that the blue
eagle is a dead issue, that soirit
marches steadily on toward the final
goal-the mark of the Beast.
A great movement is now on to
fingerprint all new born babies. That
will sooner or later extend to all
classes. Worldly people wonder why
the masses must be checked and classified and put under ever increasing
powers of regulations. why personal
liberty is being crushed. Without
God there is confusion. We are living
in the day of the great falling away
from God (I Tim. 4: l; II Tim. 4 :
4; II Pet. 2: 2). Therefore the confusion of the masses is becoming so
great that they eventually must be
herded like branded cattle on a ranch
-kept togetber in one body by force
in order to have ome semblance of
governmental order.
When these present world dictators have their final fling at each other.
naturally there will be the survival of
the fittest left to take charge of world

affairs. He will have great power and
authority ; and . as the anti-Christ.
h e will claim himself to be above God
(Rev . 13 :6). W e read C'.lrefully R ev.
12: 9 and find that the D evil or Satan
is also called the drago::1 . Now turn
to Rev. 13: 2 and we read bow that
dragon gives all this super-human
power to the head of this beast systern, or in modern terms, the last dietator. Why does God allow all this?
We will again repeat the only answer, Rev. 17 : 17: "For God hath
put in their hearts to fulfill His will
and to agree and giue their kinqdom
unto the beast until the Words of
God shall be fulfilled."
How plainly the shadows of this
coming event are showing themselves
upon the paf!es of the daily papers!
The United Press of September 4th.
states the following:
"General J. B. M. Hertzog, prime
minister of the Union of South
Africa, stated today he believes the
Ethiopian crisis is the beginning of
one of the bloodiest and most cruel
periods the world bas ever known ."
Time and space will not permit
other quotations . but there are literally hl'lndreds of prominent world
lead ers that think the same way. Let
us read Matt. 24:21: "For then shaU
be great tribulation such as was not
since the beoinnino of the w orld to
this time.
nor -ever shafl be. "
In Daniel 12: I we again read of
that great trouble that will come,
"such as neuer was since there was a
nation.·• Do not the quotations of
world leaders run parallel with the
Scriptures? Is it not time to be aw;,ke
when the world can see tl ese corning
events so near at hand? We are
promi ed deliverance from the coming trouble if our names are written
in the Lamb's Book of Life (Dan .
12: I: Rev. 21: 27).
Let us be sure we are ready to
escape the fate of the coming mark of
the Beast. "And whosoeuer was not
found written in the book of life was
cast into the lake of fire" (Rev. 20:
15) .

no,

Streams in the Desert
B.11 Mrs. Clias. E. Cowman
One of the choice•! of devotional book,.
Through experiences of deep sorrow and test•
ing the compiler learned to know Him who
one day will wipe all tears from our eyea.
The dominant note through all the daily readings is comfort. It is a rare gift book.. Art
F abrikoid bindina, Price $ r.50, poataae l 5c.
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l\ns wr«ED F«IHE« In Ct1 mn
By Henry Pr:octor. F.R.S.L.

fi

BOOK UNDER the above title
daughter, not quite three years of
has some very striking answers age, and convalescing . So it was.
to prayer. The author is despite the authoritative pronounceCharles Ernest Scott. Published by - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! : > " i ; ~ . , : , . ~ ~ ~~
"The Sunday School Times Pub~bt ~to!Jptrt ot ]mmotttllitl!
lishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa." There
I Cor. 15:
are several incidents, interesting from
E'er ,i.nce the primal fall
the point of view of miracles of heal•
Death tpreads hi~ wi"-IZ• o'er alling. Mrs. Scott, wife of the -author,
O'er man and bird and beast was during his absencP dying of
Nor ha, the shadow ceased
spotted typhus-high fever merging
To fall whcro,cr they go;
Hein are they now lo woe.
into delirium.
The whole creation groanrNo word of her condition had
ln pain and anguish moan$.
reached him-"But now for the first
Man slay• hi• fellow-man
and only time in my life, premoniContrary to God"s plan,
Views with untru,tful eye
tion of danger, indeed of harm already
The wild beast• that pass by,
wrought to my loved ones, struck me
And beast upon his kind
with an unexpectedness that was unNow preys, ns though assign 'd
canny, and with a dagger sharpness.
By some demonic power,
There was still another week of this
To capture and devourTo tear with claw and fang,
itinerary to be completed, preaching
The womb from which he sprang.
in the villages round about, but now
Up to the lopm0$1 crag,
the thought of continuing it became
The •crellming eagles drap;
torture. By three o'clock I bad deThe tom aq_d lceding lamb.
Sorebleating for ib dam.
cided to do what I had never don~
Mixed with the Bowering aced,
before, cut all engagements and hasten
Falls the wild noxious weed,
back home. No child ran to greet
To ,mother with its breath
me; my wife was not about the house.
Each blouom unto death;
Vague terror was in my bones. A
And where the clustus vine
There will the briar entwine,
little later I was told with a painful
And here on earth below,
impressiveness that made my heart
Death reign• as king of woe,
thump, that Mrs. Scott had been
And ev~ry living thing
removed to the Municipal Hospital.
Musi feel his fatal •ting.
Also that on.e daughter was in the
Bu{ Christ the Prince of l)cacc
hospital with dyientery, another was
Shall make his reign to cease.
recovering from it, but so weak,
Then immortality will reign from eea
emaciated, and generally changed that
to sea.
Then shall the King of life
I hardly recognized the chubby, roDestroy the Reaper's knife,
bust girl I bad left; a third, the baby
Then shall Creation sing
boy, was also sick, but convalescina\
An anthem lo the Kingfrom that same hateful disease.
Shall sing in gladness free,
A careless servant had drawn bad
The ,onR of jubilee.
The thorny briar shall fail,
water, and failed to boil it properly.
And myrtles ,hall prevail;
On seeking out the German physician
The wild and noxious weed
in charge of the hospital, and asking
Shall no more cast its seed
for my wife, he announced: 'There
Where meadow Bowers blow.
And purple uters grow.
is no hope. A.11 skill is unavailing,
The waited wilderneu
because the case was caught too late.·
Shall, through God's fsithfulneas,
I staggered away from his presence
Become a fruitful field,
into the hospital garden. and there
Abundant swt>els to yield.
had it out with God." The Chinese
They who, now wrapped in glool!D,
Are ,Jeeping in the to111b.
elders from various churches came to
On ~arth asain ,hall dwell
comfort bim. They all spoke in words
In Ii fe, and there 1h11II ,well
to this effect: "Friend, do not fear.
Like billow• of the main,
only believe. Rest your heart in Him.
Life's wondrous sweet refrain;
Death will defeated be
We shall pray her through." "The
For all eternity.
strength of a new faith and of added
-William Burlon McCa!ferly.
courage was ours; waiting confidently
r
~
upon Him. Needless to say in our -'i:
home there was a ceaseless outgo of ment of the wise and learned doctors,
prayer like the flow of a river. All the despite all the fever-charts, proving
household joined, to the smallest recovery impossible, the sick one be-

gan to mend. In fact, she made an
,.:bnormal. rapid recovery from the
danger-point; and we saw the queen
of our home restored to us, as one
snat hed from th jaws o-f death··
(p. 111).
Now follows the story of a grand
old Christian. zealous in the "Jesus
Doctrine," and possessed of a burning heart for Christ. He was seventy
years old and blind: blind, as he ex plained, from the general infirmities
of old age. He was what the Chinese
call, ''Ten parts zealous for God."
preaching the Gospel out of his
irrepressible love and gratitude to
his Saviour. On hearing the story of
Liu, also reputed for his zeal. now
eighty years of age, being healed of
blindness, he with others began to
pray and was healed at the end of a
year's supplication. Liu. he say-1,."0ne
Sabbath day, bound for church, all
atom•, was feeling his way along in
a pitiful manner very haltingly, not
as an expert blind man, blind from
bis youth. At last he found himself
off the path, stumbling among the
grave rnounds of a private grave-yard.
Just then a heathen neighbor passing
called out in the spirit of derision'Why cannot your God make a blind
man see? Can He not see you? Is He
not strong? Why do you not beseech
your foreign Jesus Holy man? Why
does He not help you?'
By these cruel words the old man
was stirred to a new realization of
things, to spiritual perspective. Moved
by the Holy Spirit. he in daring faith
replied to the taunter: 'The true and
living God can help me, and from
now on I shall trust Him. in faith
believing. I am going to pray to Him
to heal my eyes.' So he began that
day to pray earnestly, casting himself
utterly upon the grace and power of
God, saying over and over to himself:
'The Lord has promised. according
to thy faith be it unto thee.' He
meditated on that promise, soaked
himself in it, and actually claimed it.
In a few days he saw l His eyes were
better than ever before. He did not
use glasses. The heathen taunt wa~
rebuked, and used to the glory of
God."
A pupil of the Boy's High School
at Isingtau, named Wan, became a
zealous member of the school's Y.M.C.A. preaching band, and in the
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course of a few months was the means
of leading twelve of his relatives,
immediate members of his family, into a saving knowledge of Christ. His
grandmother, still a heathen, became
suddenly possessed with a legion of
demons. She called out continually
"Woa shih chu kuin Wwei tsi-(I
am a herd of swine devils) . " Wan
called upon the believers of his family
to unite in prayer for the casting out
of the demons. In the name of Jesus
( Acts 16: 18) they commanded the
unclean spirits to leave her. At lase
the grandmother said, "I am so
relieved: the dirty herd bas left me!
I besought the true God. He heard,
He pities. He drove out the demons.
My heart now has peace." To this
was added glad amaze when she said:
"Ob, I have seen Him, Jesus the
Saviour! He came to me when they
were leaving me. He gave me release."
Previous to this turning point the
grandmother had violently opposed
the "Jesus Doctrine" but now she
urged the other members of the family to believe (pp. 130-135).
A student at the boys' schooT of
the same mission at Chefoo, whose
name as a Christian was MA-NA-ST
the Chinese equivalent of Manasseh.
when home on vacation at his father's
house, though only twelve years old,
w;,.s remarkably used of God in a case
of demon possession. His father, a
Christian minister. was sent for from
a distant town by a heathen family
because their young daughter-in-law,
a heathen, had become so violent in
the throes of demon possession that
they had decided to send for the
father as a "Holy Man" of the
"Foreign Devil" Jesus religion as their
last resorL: but he being away on a
pastoral vi it, the messenger pleaded
on his knees that the boy would go
in his stead. The unfortunate victim
was most terrifying to the family,
revealing a spirit of sacrilege of outrageous impiety, of brazen blasphemy, mingled with impish mali nity towards things sacred and full
of all kinds of violence. So the boy
accepted the entreaty as God-sent and
a he went toward the heathen city
made every reasonable preparation for
casting out the demon, and then cast
himself upon the God of power and
mercy to help him for the glory of
Jesus Christ. When he arrived, some
of the members of the family by main
strength were holding down the tortured young woman upon her kang
(bed) . Though she had not been told
what the others were doing, yet as
soon as she heard footsteps in the

court outside the room where they
were assembled she said, with an imperious wave of the hand: "All of
you get out of my way quick so that
I can leave. I must fly! A Jesus man
is coming. I cannot endure him. His
name is MA-NA-SI." It was all the
family could do to hold her down by
their united force. MA-NA-SI kneeled
down and prayed, after which he
sang a Christian hymn in praise of
Je us~ and then in the Name of the
Lord commanded the demon to come
out of the woman. At once she was
calm though prostrate in weakness,
and from that moment was no longer
troubled. Later. after being fully recovered to strength and normal condition, she was quite unconscious of
what she had said or done on that
memorable day and s,he was particularly amazed to learn that she had
uttered the name of some one whom
she had never seen or heard of. and
whose name was a Bible name of
which she was necessarily ignorant.
This miracle was used to strengthen
the faith of all the Christians, and
was the mean of opening that
village and county for the progress of
the Gospel. "Gloria in Excels-is Deo."

KISPEST, HUNGARY
Dear Ones in the Lord:
Greetings in His dear Name.
The first of August we had the
privilege of going to visit those who
are hungry after God. In one assembly, which we visited on our way
to Czecbo-Slovak ia, several outsiders
held up their hands for prayer and
the saints were revived. When we
came to Slovakia, God gave us the
privilege of visiting the work. which
we had before leaving Hungary the
first time. During the ten days which
we were there we visited four places.
In the first place we baptized eight
souls in water. Many people came
from the different villages, and one
man and his wife, with two children,
walked 3 5 miles for the baptismal
service. A young man and his wife
from the wealthier class also came,
and asked us to hold services in their
home, which we gladly did. Quite a
few came to the_ service and we had a
blessed time in the Lord. In one town
the Baptist people opened the door
to their church. We held two services there. Please pray that the seed
sown there may come up for the glory
of God.
In Slovakia there is no
leader. I could stay there no longer
because I had to hurry back to Hun-

1
gary as I had some baptismal services
t1:ere. Pray that the Lord will send
a leader there.
I arrived back in Hungary just at
the time of a Holy Day. On August
20 all traveling rates are reduced to
half price. So the saints gathered from
many places to the Kispest Assembly.
The Lord blessed us wonderfully and
seven souls were baptized in water.
Bless the Name of the Dear Lord for
all His blessings. In the last eight or
nine weeks the Lord has blessed us
wond rfully. Quite a few have been
saved, some healed. and about thir
teen have received the Baptism of the
Holy Ghost. Join with us in praise
to the Lord, for you are one with us
from America, for your prayers and
help are a part of the work here.
Hold on just a while longer for
the Lord is coming soon and then we
shall all receive our reward together.
Yours in the Master's Service,
Brother t§ Sister David F. Raroha.
TH[ BENT-KNEE TIME
B11 S. D. Cordon
Here i, a book of help for devotion time
written by the author of Quiet Ta/kJ About
l~uJ, Quiel Tnl~, on Prayer, etc., which have
had such wonderful success in making clear lo
many the pathway to God. Cloth, 75 cents.

PUTT! G THE CHURCH ON A FULL
TfME BASIS
The laboratory method in church adminislra
lion, a flexible but definitely conceived program
for the pastor who would make his church a
vital force in the community. Price $1.00.

lt

CRES OF DI MO DS
.. ihl., for- ev ryon~ lo ~ad

no

ti,;

wonderful source of inspiration which has shaped
thousands of lives into succe,s and happmeu.
The book contains, in addition lo "Acrea of
Diamond,," th" story- of Doctor Conwelrs own
life-in itself full of inspiration. Price $1.35.

DEEDS OF DARI G
Bu Archer W a/lace

A book of stories about men whose livea inspire and challcnge u,. In these pages the author
select, those who departed from their own l11nd
of comfort and peace to pione~r along strange
and ha:z:ardous fronts. Here is the ,tory of
Livingstone's finht with a lion. of Grenfell',
strug11lc ai!ainst death c:,n a floating ice-pan. of
Moffat'• encounter with the outla ed saVaRe
.. Africaner·· a few of the thri!lini! episodes
which make this perhaps the best book Archer
\Vallace h,- written. Price $1.00.
THESE ALSO LOVED
STORIES or THE BIBLE:
By A ~ne3 S/i~I, Turn bull

HEART

Beautifully. written $lorie$ from the skilled and
artistic pen of an "ulhor who•e work i• a hou1ehold word amonR reader, .,f the eller-da.,.
American m~11a1ine1. Mrs. Turnbull has never
written anylhinp; better than thae exquisite tale.,,
which rannot fail to add to her literary reputation and the already large number of her readen.
Titles: !mu and Reb~kah; Jacob and Rachel:
Josenh and
sen11th; Boaz ~nd Ruth; Almsuerus and Either; Ho«a and Gomer, and others.
Price $2.00.
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Water Baptism and Its Formu la
By A. H. Argue
to F ath er and Son, though all are
OME HA VE taken the position
that the command as given by co-equal.
In the Acts of the Apostles, the
Jesus in Matt. 28: 19 should
not be quoted when baptizing the Scriptures dealing with water bapbeliever. The name of J esus only, tism differ from each other. They
they say, should be used. This point refer to the candidate, and are not
is made an, issue, rebaptizing those formulas given to the on e authorized
who have already been baptized to baptize the believer. It is imporDo the tant to note this distinction.
according to Matt. 28: 19.
In I Cor. 10:2 we read that they
Scriptures and early church history
were all baptized unto Moses, in the
warrant this?
cloud, and in the sea. In that case
Jesus (who was made "both Lor:d Moses was their authority. " The law
and Chr:ist" Acts 2 :36, II John 3) came by Moses. " But our authority
in His great Commission given just came by Jesus Christ. It would no
before He ascended to the right hand longer have been fitting for the aposof God. Mark 1 6 : 19, gave the church tles to continue the old order of either
the marching orders, and authority to John's baptism or the baptism unto
baptize when He said, "Go ye there- Moses, after Jesus gave them instrucfor:e and teach or: disciple" (that is tions on water baptism for the church
lead to an acceptance of Christ) "all age in Matt. 28:19 .
The question may arise as to what
nations" ( not the Jews only, but all
human beings) " baptizing them IN- formula was used by those upon
TO the Name of the Father:, and of the whom the mantle of the apostl es fell .
Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching
Ignatius and Polycarp were very
them to observe all things whatso- _ outstanding Christian leaders near the
ever I have commanded you: and, end of the apostolic period, and in
lo, I am with you alway, even unto the days immediately following.
the end of the age" (R.V .) . The They were co-workers together, and
minister has a responsibility to fulfill disciples of the Apostle John. Polyin this definite command, as all the carp lived A.D. 65-158, and was one
authority of the universe was trans- of the great defenders of the faith . He
mitted to our risen Lord, who ap- was ordained Bishop of Smyrna by
pointed this baptism as an ordinance the Apostle John, and was martyred
of the Christian church. It is im- f'or the gospel. Ignatius lived from
portant we note that every official act A. D. 30 - 107. He was Bishop of
that God's true servants do, when Antioch, a successor we are told to the
sent by the Lord Jesus Christ, wheth- Apostle Peter. whose name. along
er preaching the gospel, anointing the with that of the Apostle Paul, is
sick, or, in this case, baptizing the mentioned as having ordained him.
believer, in obedience to His com- He too was martyred for the gospel.
mandment, is therefore done in His Before his martyrdom he requested
name, whether "in word or deed." Polycarp to come to Antioch to
(Col. 3: 17) . There is no argument strengthen the saints. Ignatius, in
here. No one can deny this, as we are writing to the Philadelphians, when
His ambassadors, and represent Him. referring to water baptism, centered
Our duty is to carry out His orders. on Matt. 28: 19 , and in bis writings
and when we baptize the candidate ac; to the Philippians said :
He commanded, INTO the Name of
"Being mindful of your love, and
the Father, and of the Son. and of of your zeal in Christ .
put you
the Holy Ghost, we do it on His in remembrance of your Christian
authority. That means tbe deed or course, that ye all speak the same
act of baptizing is positively done in thing , as Paul admonished you. For
His name. The preacher has no other there is one God of the universe. the
authority than what Jesus gave us in Father of Christ and one Lord
Matt. 28; 19 . This is the only direct Jesus Christ, our Lord, and also one
command given to those AU - Holy Spirit .. There is one Lord,
THORIZED TO BAPTIZE Tl-I E BE·
one faith , and one baptism. There is
LIEVER. This Scripture clearly teaches
then one God and Father. and not
the deity of Christ, Unity of the two or three. And there is also one
Triune God, personality of the Paraclete, one Spirit ....... There are
Holy Spirit , subordination of the not then either three Fathers, or three
Son to the Father, and of the Spirit Sons, or three Paracletes, but one
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Father, and one Son , and one Paraclete. Wherefore also the Lord, when
He sent forth the apostles to make
disciples of all nations, commanded
them to baptize in the Name of the
Father and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost. Not into one (person)
having three names, nor into three
(persons ) who became incarnate,
but into three possessed of equal honor. For there is but one that became
incarnate, and that neither the Father,
nor the Paraclete, but the Son only."
" The Apostolic
(Quoted from
Fathers, Justin Martyr and Irenaeus,"
Vol. 1. pages 85 -116 ) .
lrenaeus, here mentioned with
Justin Martyr, lived A. D. 120-202.
He too was martyred, after being
Bishop of Lyons. See page 444 of
the same volume where he emphasized
water baptism from Matt. 28 : 19 .
Justin Martyr's writings are among
the most important that have come
dowrr to us from the second century.
He was educated in the most refined
schools of classic literature, we are
told . His Apologies are said to be the
earliest extant. They are characterized by intense Christian fervor . He
was born about the time of the death
of the Apostle John, and ministered
to saints and followers of John. Justin Martyr was true to the gospel of
Christ as proclaimed by the apostles.
In fact so much so, that be sealed his
testimony to the truth of the gospel.
by martyrdom, about A. D . 165. I
quote now from " Justin Martyr and
Athenagorus, " Vol. 2, Chapter 61.
on Christian baptism.
''Then they are brought to us where
there is water ...... and for this rite
we learn from the apostles ...... there
is pronounced over him who bas repented of his sins, 'In the Name of
God the Father and Lord of the universe, and of our Saviour Jesus Christ,
and of the Holy Spirit.' "
Again we fi'nd in "Primitive
Church History of the First and Second untury," by Chaplin, page 59,
that Justin Martyr in his masterly
defense of the Christian religion addressed to tbe Emperor of Rome , before his martyrdom, included water
baptism, citing much the same formula as given above, from Matt. 28: 19.
Tertullian, A. D. 15 5, in quoting
the command of the Apostles, g-oes
further, "Commanding that th '? y
should baptize in the Name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the
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Holy Ghost." Clement of Alexander
was in accordance with Justin Martyr.
In chapter 15 of "Primitive Church
History of the First and Second Centuries," we read as follows: "The
Apostolic Commission: This commission, which is generally regarded
as dating from the appearance of
Christ to the eleven after His resurrection. as collected from the evangelists
who bave reworded it, reads as follows: 'Go ye into all the world and
preach the gospel unto every creature, baptizing them into the Name

of the Father. and of the Son. and of
the Holy Ghost. teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have
commanded you. As the Father hath
sent me, even so send l you.' "
Matt. 28: 19 stands. However. if
any are not fully satisfied, the following formula, if carried out by
immersion, should satisfy every
objection. as the candidate is baptized
in His (Je us) Name, both in wor"I.
and deed, and baptized as He commanded, viz:
"In the Name of the Lord Jesus

Cbrist I baptize you (as He commanded) into the Name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Amen!"
After Jesus was baptized in the
river Jordan, as He went up out of
the water a wonderful scene takes
place; the Father speaks from Heaven,
saying, "This is M CJ beloved Son."
The Son sees the Heaven open. The
Holy Spirit as seen by the Son
descends like a dove, Matt. 3: 16. In
Matt. 17: 5 the Father again speaks,
saying, "Hear ye Him."

Bethel Home News
Dear Friends:
Praise the Lord for another month
of health for all in Bethel Home, also
for good weather.
We had our first frost September
17th, no damage. Quite a heavy frost
the 24th. Late rains helped our garden some, but too late for our potatoes. and our supply will be limited
for the winter.
Several of our friends have written
for extra copies of March 1935 number of Word and Wark and we have
done our best to fill your orders, but
had to cut some short, account of the
demand as we only printed 500 extra.
We cannot supply any more of this
number, but if the demand seems
sufficient we will run this story of
Azusa Mission again in a revised and
enlarged form with the original picture. This picture is not to be used
by others by request of owner.
The shoddiest of all cheap-John
goods is cheap-John religion. This
reminds me of a number of conversations and communications I have had
with others who print and publish for
religious people who willfully ignore
requests to pay their bills, but go on
shouting loudly. A few have discovered their shouts are not heard very
far and have mailed a rrmitt.ince to
cover or pay on their old accounts.
Their church and Sunday school are
now growing, and they are surprised
at the growth and interest in the
prayer-meeting. Keep on paying and
praying and watch the revival grow.
Honesty is the only soil that will
produce the fruit of the Spirit; do not
waste time planting elsewhere.
We will send Word and Work to
all new subscribers until January
1937 for $1.00.
Send your offering now for Bethel
Home and get Word and Work free

By J. J. Corum
for one year for each dollar donated:
your friends will appreciate Word
and Work and the old folks wilt
aporeciate the donation.
We are now in the midst of saving
corn fodder for our cows and with
this we expect to have enough feed of
this kind to carry us through the
winter. We are reducing our poultry
flock to the minimum on account of
high priced feed.
Nations have forgotten or are forgetting God. Political leaders usually
ignore Him. Our fathers ln their
councils often spoke of Him and
prayed to Him. Today many of them
are out hunting and fishing and having what they think a good time even
on the Sabbath. The present world
system and would-be world leaders
do not have God. Without God we
are lost, and N.R.A., No Reliof
Ahead.
Unexpectedly a neighbor who had
more apples than needed kindly donated us a few bushels and more to
come. Praise the Lord!
We have iust completed printing
another ~.rood supply of tracts and
can fill your orders. 110 pounds for
$30.00 until December 3 lsr f.o.b.,
this city.
New England foliage is putting on
a new dress and if you want to see
something beautiful see new England
during October. Visit Bethel Home
while seeing New England.
We had a fow visitors this month
and they expressed a desire to come
again. They seemed quite surprised to
SC'e and kno,-r what we are doing.
Quite a number of our friends were
with us the last few days of the campmeeting at Wellesley P::.rk. Brother
John W. Follette was the evangelist
and we were glad to entertain him for
dinner on a few occasions,

New England nights are beginning
to remind us winter will soon be
here. We have not yet had to start
our furnace as one of the old ladies
happened to be blessed with a few
dollars coming from friends and
bought an oil stove which has served
the purpose of warming our parlor
which all have used when needed.
One good brother sent us $5. 00 for
coal. Praise the Lord and thank you.
This will furnish coal for five days if
the weather is not extremely cold.
A REQUEST

After reading c:1is magazine please
pass it to others. If you have friends
you want to help, send us their names
and addresses and we will send them
free copies. God bless you. Pray for
u~.

DEALINGS and HEALINGS
A sptenaid booklet Wl"itten bv Kate Kni2ht
telling of her conversion and call as a missionary to India: rif her marvelou1 healing: of her
missionary work in jails, and later amon2 the
heathen in the jungles; of her remarkable
deliverances from fires. waters, scoroions, •nakes,
tiger,, and mad dog•· how God marvelously
provide her needs. -Price 25c.
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Jop for ~ourntnn

Just published the ,econd edition of "Oil of
To,- for Mourning." Pri~ 10c plus ~c J)OSIAge.

Fulfilled Prophecies That Prov"
the Bible
By Cenrge T. B. Da\li,
A startlin2 book of prophecie1 fulfilled ill
Palestine. 33 full page pictures. How the
Golden Gate was Shut. Pro,perit.,- for Paleotine. fenualem To-day. The Marvel of the
A1te1 . Several mini,ten ha-oe ordered 100 copieo.
A bu,ine.. mM ordered 750 eopiea.
Price 25c plu, 5e postage.

Startling Signs of Great World
Changes Soon to Take Place.
By D. M. Panton, James McAllister, A. Sim,.
Swiftly elimaxini world moYemenb, the eominc
world dictator, demon teaching u a cause of
the world war, Mussolini the mystery man. the
reviving Roman Empire, the diabolical Red
Terror of Russia, menacing war preoar11tions,
give up to date information 011 thi• all absorbing topic. Price 30c.
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mr FLTITLC0 TI\L DI\FTISn
BY Mrui. H. R.
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P A · ·,\DECKER , As!>JSTANT

UST AS there is a scarlet thread

running through the Bible representing the Blood of Jesus. so
there is a white thread running
through the Bible which is the promise of the Pentecostal outpouring of
the Holy Spirit.
Of all the promises of the Bible
God exalts this as ''The promise" of
all the ages. Of this the prophets
proclaimed the advent of the KingHe also told of the coming of the
Holy Ghost. This incoming and indwelling and filling of the Holy
Ghost was to be an epochal experience
in the lives of His people.
It is a Promised Baptism
"I send forth the promise of my
Father upon you" (Luke 24:49).
Even the promises which fo und fulfillment on Calvarv arc no more
numerous or strong than those which
came at Pentecost. ( John 14 : 16,
John 15 :26 .)
It is a Commanded B ptim
" Be filled with the Spirit " <Eph.
5: 18) . Bclie\'ers are under as great
an obligJtion to obey this command
as any other in the Bible. All who
thus refuse to ''TARRY" until filled,
disobey God and not only imperil
their own souls but those of all whom
they might win if thus filled. We
cannot teach obedience until we exemplify it. A citiz<'n who disregards th
supreme requirements of the government never would be commis~ioned
to represent it. All who knowingly
ignore this commandment are thus
guilty.
It is a Spiritual Baptism
"John indeed baptized with water:
but ye ,;hall be haptized with t '1e
Holy Ghost not many days hence"
(Acts l 5). John's was with w;iter.
This is with God . This Bapti<;m i~
deeper than skin and bones. blood and
nerves, hence it must be spiritual. Yes,
it is a glorious spiritual reality.
Thia Baptism is Administered
by Jesus
"Being therefore hq rhe right hand
of God, exalted, and haoing receioed
of the Father the promise of the Holv
Ghost, He hath poured forrh thi . .
which ye see and hear" ( Acts 2; 3 3) .
Hence we see that all criticism of the
Holy Ghost and His power is criticism
of God and His power. All oppo sition to the Holy Spirit is opposition
to Him. Just as Jahn administered
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water, so Jesus administers the Holy
Spirit.
It is One Baptism
Some have supposed the B:iptism
with the Holy Ghost to be distinct
from the Baptism with fire-----that is
two baptisms, one with the Holy
Ghost and one with fire. That this is
a mistake is seen from the fact that
Jesus in Acts 1: 5 referring to the
fulfillment of the promise made no
mention of fire at all, and that when
it came the tongues of fire were simply attendants of the Spirit. When
Jesus came His advent was signalled
by a star. When the Holy Ghost descended. His was by these tongues of
fire Yes. there is but ONE Baptism.
E h . 4: 5 verifies this.
You may have many revivals of
the fire already in your heart : the
Greek translation of II Tim. I: 6
reads thus. "Therefore I remind thee
to revive and refi.re the gift of God in
uou. " Timothy had received the Holy
Ghost. but here Paul admonishes him
to revive and refire it. If Timothy
needed showers from Heaven to revive the Divine life in him: would we
not do well to profit by Paul's advice
to Timothy? The e is no danger of
us getting too much of the power of
God I
It is a Verified Baptism
When tlie long-looked for day of
Pentecost had come and the conditions were all met , the promise was
fulfilled: the power of God fell upon
the waiting people and they were filled
with the Holy Ghost. This experience was repeated with Cornelius
and his company(Acts JO) and with
the Ephesian converts ( Acts 19) and
with others, making the early Church
pre-emin ntly a pirit-Baptizcd one.
There were thousands of witnesses to
this Bapti ·rn. Thus the reality of
the Baptism and its obtainability by
the believers ha~ been scttkd.
It is an Empowering Baptism
It is the promi<;ed "power from on
Hioh" the "Power of the Holy
Ghost." It transform5 weaklings into
giants. It imparts all needed power
to effectively witnes , work and pray.
preach, give, endure, drny, suffer,
sing. write. shout or die for Jesus as
He may will.
It is a Liberatinc Baptism
All bondage is henceforth broken.
The soul at last is liberated. The

cage of conventionalities and opiniom
and preconceived notions is broken.
and soaring away up into its native
air it mounts upon wings as eagles
and is sweetly . blessedly, fully free.
It is a Fear Dispelling Baptism
Under its influence, cowardly
Peters become bold conquerors.
It is an Exhilarating Baptism
It caused such intense spiritual intoxication that the people thought
its possessors were drunk. They
laughed and shouted so uproariously
that it brought multitudes of people
to see the strange new sight. It so
planted the ecstasies of Heaven in
human hearts heretofore strangers to
such soul-thrilling vibrations that
they could not control their transports, and evidently they did not
care to Doubtless there were those
who were confused and disgusted at
such a spectacle. still others who could
not conceal their rage and said, "they
could not see any religion in it." But
the saints rejoiced, Peter preached and
God took care of the consequences,
three thousand were converted in a
day and Heaven and earth rejoiced.
How the devil and his aids would
like to persuade us that this was only
for ministers and for the early days!
W oz to the sham preachers who are
propagating such a lie!
It is Illuminating
It clarifies the spiritual vision . so
that great Bible truths which before
were seen only in dim outline now
appear to be gigantic Rocky Mountain Ranges.
It is the Mainapl'ing of True
Liberality
"Neither was there among them
any that lacked: for as man(! as were
possessors of lands or houses sold
them and brought the price of tht
things that were sold and laid them at
the apostles' feet" (Acts 4:34). Real
Pentecostal fire consumes dry leaves.
Stinginess on the part of. a person
professing to have the Bapttsm of the
Holy Ghost is like the spots of smallpox on a person professing perfect
health. You cannot retain the experience of the Baptism of the Spirit
and withhold from God that which
belon11;s to Him.
•It ia a Drawing Baptism
"And when the sound was heard
the mulritude came together" (Acts
2: 6) . Yes, when Pentecostal fire falls
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it will attract the crowd. The fire
reels always gather a crowd but the
ice wagon goes by unnoticed.
It is a Commanded Baptism

"'Now wl)en they heard this they
were pricked in their heart and said
unto Peter and the rest of the apostles, Brethren, what shall we do?'·
( Acts 2: 3 7) . This is a startling
answer to the question that the Baptism should not be preached to the
u n s a v c d. Because John Wesley
taught that only believers were eligible to the Baptism many have perverted this into the error that this
doctrine should not be preached in
the presence of the unsaved. This is
another lie of the devil. The preaching and testimony of the Baptism of
the Holy Spirit is one of the mightiest of convicting agencies not only
to those who have not been filled
with the Spirit but also to the unsaved. A drowning man will not
slaken his efforts to board the life
boat if told that there is not only
life in it but clean clothes and an
abundance of provisions.
It is Abiding
"That He may be with you forever" (John 14:16). The Holy
Ghost comes into a temple that bas
been cleansed from all sin and carnality. Unless the conditions of His
remaining be violated, He will abide
forever. The soul-temple was created for this, redeemed for this, possessed by Him for this. He never will
leave unless He is grieved away.
It is a Derided Baptism
"But others, mocked, saying, They
are filfed with new wine'' (Acts 2:
13). Derision is one of the world's
favorite weapons. It accused a Spiritbaptized people of being on a drunken spree. It attributed the work of
the Holy Spirit to the work of the
unholy spirits. Modern formalists
are guilty of the same sin. If you
laugh or weep or shout or leap under
the effect of this new wine of the
Kingdom marvel not if false professors at once turn upon you their
gum of devilish derision, but rather
rejoice. dear ones, for so persecuted
they the prophets before you.
Who is this Baptism for? Who
may receive of the fulness of the
Spirit?
It is for Believers Only
"Now the natural man receiueth
not the things of the Spitir of God;
for they are foolishness unto Him,
and He cannot know them because
they are spiritually judged" (I Car.
2: 14).

Jesus resurrected Lazarus before He
liberated him. He does not propose
to furnish and cleanse the devil's
houses. John did not baptize corpses
with water, nor will Jesus baptize
dead souls with the Holy Spirit. Only
believers living in the glorious light
and conscious sonship of God received the Baptism at Pentecost or
ever have since.

Absolute Abandonment to Cod
What are the conditions for receiving the Holy Spirit? AB OLUTE

"Given to
them that obey Him" (Acts 5:32).
If the ore refuses to submit to the fire
it never will become pure gold and
receive the governmental stamp. You
may seek for the Baptism, pray for
it. f Jst for it, and sacrifice for it, but
while a spark of dictation or self
remains. a spark of the old Adamic,
carnal life remains, the Holy Spirit
cannot come into your heart and
life. Whatever the will is set on must
be relinquished to the will of God
It may be a friend, a position, a reputation, it may be an unwillingness
to go to the altar, or to meet some
similar test. God must be obeyed or
your dearest friend on earth may keep
you so busy running here and there
that you are unconsciously putting
their wishes and desires ahead of that
of God and consequently you are
mis ing God's best. Pay the price
and enjoy all God has for you.
The Holy Spirit May Be Quenched
"Quench not the Spiri/'' (I Thes,
5: 19). As water quenches fire, so
the Holy Fire kindled by the Baptism of the Spirit may be quenched
by turning upon it the cold water
hose of neglect of duty, failure to
confess Christ and witness for Him
and disobedience to His promptings.
The Baptism with the Holy Spirit
is indispensable else God would not
b,we proclaimed it, provided it, and
commanded it; else Jesu would not
ave purcha ed it and stand ready to
administer it to all who would meet
the conditions. Without it there may
be love. but not perfect. unselfish love
You may have peace without it, but
not perfect peace and calm in the
midst of turmoil all about you.
Witbout it you may have joy, but
not ful ness of joy.
Without it God is displeased, His
commandments and promises are unappropriated. spiritual gold mines of
opportunity have been neglected, and
souls lost, that. with it, might have
been won.
Believer, 'have you received this
J\B.'I.NDONMENT TO GOD.

11
Baptism? Are you enjoying its glorious impartations?
If not-why
not?

EV fl TI GELISTI
By Dr. J. N. Hoover
Jesus, the Christ of God, whom
we love and whom we serve, was an
Evangelist, for He went everywhere
preaching the Gospel of the Kingdom. There is no work so great, so
blessed and important as soul saving.
An evangelist is one whose heart is
on fire for the salvation of souls.
The greatest Evangelist this world
has known was Jesus Christ. He
knew how to sacrifice. He knew how
to get close to the people. He knew
how to tell the message of His
Father to dying men and women.
He knew bow to rebuke the proud
in heart and lead tbe gentle in spirit.
He knew bow to die that others
might live.
Blessed be God for Jesus Christ,
who opened the first evangelistic
campaign against Satan: who fired
the first revival gun: who gave the
first altar call and with the sacrifice
of His own life blazed the way to
the gates of heaven. Don't you want
to be an evangelist? Don't you want
the joybells of salvation ringing in
your soul? I know you do. Then
let us kneel at the altar of God, let
us pray as did the Disciples of old,
and we will then know something
of the power and joy that filled the
hearts of those in the upper room at
·'Pentecost."

Mi.ton E. Fish
Brother Milton E. Fish, one of our
contributing editors for years. has resigned as pastor at North lJxbridge,
Mass., where he has been pastor for
nine years. and is now taking up the
work which has been his desire for
many years.
No doubt God qualified and called
him to the place he is to occupy in
tr:iining the young people for God
and service in His Kingdom who arc
student in The National Bible In
stitute of New York City where he
has the chair in New Testament.
wbich includes Greek and English interpretation.
We have greatly appreciated his
answers to perplexing problems sent
in by our readers and regret his new
work prevents him from continuinrr
as one of our regu1ar contributing
editors.
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PUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE
(Continued from page I)

world a favor by committing Sl!icide,
the thirty pieces of silver being
used to purchase a burying ground
for the poor.
You laugh and sneer at those who
oppose your unholy and abominable
business and try to make believe you
are smart and broad minded , but pay
day will come. "Be not deceiued;
God is not mocked; for whatsoeuer
a man soweth, that shaU he also
reap : he that soweth to the fle sh .
shall of the flesh reap corruption."
You cannot be a party to making
your fellowmen drunkards and not
escape the inevitable consequences for
your sin; remember. God has spoken
on this subject: "Woe unto the man
who giveth his neighbor drink . or
puttest thy bottle to him , and makest him drunk also ." In making men
drunk you are helping to enlarge
hell. for God says that " No drunkard
~hall inherit the Kingdom of God."
If you are determined to go to hell ,
why do you want to drag the souls
of others with you?
Nations and empires have been born
in honesty, cradled in righteousness.
rrown in virtue, love and favor of
God, into full manhood, strength and
power: but alas, alcohol crept in.
leaders became imbeciles, national integrity dishonored, love and respect
of virtue. decency and chastity, were
lost or disrespected. and the love and
favor of God departed : and the man
or nation that is without God comes
to decay or destruction and death.
The individual who imbibes alco holic drinks cannot be I 00 per cent
sane, and any one partially insane is
not capable of thinking intelligently.
and is usually more susceptible to
evil than good. God said, "Wine is
a mocker. strong drink is raging: (a
brawler) and whosoever is deceiued
(erreth) thereby is not wise." Usually all who uphold this evil think
themselves very wise in their own
conceit, (deceit). Those who oppose
the devil and all his devices, ( none
worse than strong drink) are usually
possessed of wisdom, good iudgment and a sound mind, for God also
said, "For God hath not giuen us the
spirit of fear; but of power. and of
love, and a sound mind," (Gr. Sobering).
Mr. booze seller, the only con solation I have to offer you is that,
those who engineered the deviltry of
bringing this abomination before the
voters, the voters who helped to legalize it, and the consumers, arc all in

the same ship with you , but you do
not have fellowship.
Why not be honest with yourself
and admit that your putrefying business is a stench in the community and
a reproach on respectable society?
Have you stifled your conscience, f.
stultified your reason , and sold your~
self to the devil in order to fool yourself into this business? Have you
said goodb y to all sense of honor,
decency , virtu e and respectability?
Do not uncover your ignorance or
that of your allies by trying to defend yourself or business by arguing
that thousands and perhaps millions
of church members are your custom ers; remember, church membership
is not salvation or Christianity. If
your purchasers are members of an
organization they are pleased to call
church be reasonable with yourself
and be it known unto you that none
of them are Christians. Read the
Bible for yourself and you will no
doubt soon find this to be true and
flee the wrath to come.
You may not like this letter. and I
do not expect you to.
You may
think strong language bas been used
but my only Tegret is that I do not,
have a stronger vocabulary and I
have not taken time to consult those
who have. No doubt you will be so
busily engaged in the filthy conversations and dispensing your hell-fire
and damnation to your inebriates that
you will not take time to consider
what bas been said , but never mind;
don't bother about it now-you will
have plenty of time in hell to think
it over if your thinker is in working
condition . Too late. too late. One
minute of repentance now is worth
more than a million years weeping
and wailing in hell.

The Six Miracles of Calvary

Individual Communion Ware
We unhesitatingly state this to be the most
serviceable, durable and satisfactory 1tyle and
design on the market, made in the finest quality
aluminum.
The interlocking trays can be stacked on one
base, and each tray becomes a cover for the one
underneath. Neither the base nor the cover is
absolutely necessary, hut add to the appearance
of the Service.
The glasses are extra quality, pure, plain crystal glass. easy to keep clean, and do not easily
break. The base of the glass is concave, lo prevent sediment from collecting.
THE FILLER. All the glasses in one tray can be
filled in little more than a minute with the patent
filler.
Tray with forty glasses ...... . ... . . $6.50
Tray with thirty-five glasses . . . . . . . 625
Tray with thirty glasses . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00
Base ..... . . .... . .. . ..... .. . . .... 225
Cover . . ..... .. . ..... , . .. . .. ..... 2.25
Patent Filler . ..... .• . . • .. . . .. .. .. 5.00
Contains Seventy- five
revival
songs and hymns.
N.w
Price $10 per 100.
REVIVAL GEMS
We believe that
for a book of this
character, size, and
price, we have the
best selection of
Ill
hymns ever compiled. While primarily intended for
revival use, it can
be used to advan·
tage in young people•• meetings, Sunday schools, community gatherings, or whenever
a small hymnal is needed.
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THE SHADOW

OF THE BROAD BRIM

THE LIFE-STORY OF CHARLES HADDON
GEON: HEIR OF THE PURITANS

SPUR-

This messaee is a source of rejoicing to the
hearts of all true believers, strengthening to the
fe,.rful and faltering. comforting to the depre5'ed and sorrowin11, The Rev. JamP-s M. Gray,
D .D., personally urn:es repeated reading and ex•
tended ,irculation of this book. Table of conlrnts: The Miraculous Darkness, The RendinS?
nf th~ Vril. The Miraculous E•rthquakP, The
Miracle of the Open<'d Graves. TI,, Undisturb,d Gr,ivp Clothes of J<'sus, Revivals to Life in
the Calvary Graveyard.
Eighty paPes, 4 by 7¼ in., purple art stock
covers tastefully l,ttert'd and d<'corated in ,ilv,r. Five conies $ I .00. Send 20c in stamps or
~om for sample copy.

Charles Hadclon Spurgeon, the English divine,
now forty ·years dead. is indeed very much alive
in the religious world of today. It is appropria!e
that such a populaT, intimate, sympathetic
account of his life and work as this is should
appear just now. The church needs again to
come in touch with his sturdy, homely, reasonable evangelical teaching, and ministers should
endeavor to learn the secret of the power that
made Spurgeon one of the greatest preachers of
all time, Illustrated. Cloth, $1.50.

Three Modem Evils

By Nanelle Hearn Griffin

By Ccrcrld B . Winrod
Many prominent Christian leaders endone
ti is book. first evil: Modernism in the church;
Second evil: Atheism in the public school •Y•·
tem: Third evil: Communism in the ,tale. Dr,
Bird-,rwolf recommends tbi& book. Pri.e 25c.

By Richard Elfaworth Day

Seeking Christ
A stirring, rousing, instructive little book
wriHen for the soul winner, Conversion of an
infidel family-The daughter is hone-whipped
and put out of the home. 1700 persons received
salvation from reading one selection. How to
deal with worldly amusements. Where shall I
spend eternity? 25c each, $2.50 per doz..
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OF WAR

WHAT SHOULD BE THE CHRISTIAN'S A TIITUDE ?
By Donald Gee of London, England

of war are again strain- corollary in such tim es of national
ing at the leash as we write; and emergency . There are m an y deeplyit is difficult to forecast what spiritual Christians, w hom n o ne can
will have h appened by the time even accuse of worldly-mindedn ess. who
these words are published. The dis- nevertheless feel that they fail in a
pute between Italy and Abyssinia clear duty if they hold altogether
brings the evils of modern warfare aloof in a time of common need and
closer to us in Europe than at any general crisis. It must be always left
time since l 918 ; and it cannot be to the individual consc ience to detertruthfully affirmed that the possibil - mine to just what extent voluntary,
ities of Britain becoming involved are or even compulsory , participation can
so remote as some imagine.
be entered into. We need a large tolTo our young people(how quickly eration with one another in such matthe years speed by!) modern warfare ters, with mutual respect for differis still something vague! y thrilling, ing convictions.
The general attitude of Pentecostal
somewhat terrifying, but an un nevertheless seems sufficiently
people
who
us
of
those
To
known quantity.
are over 3 0 it holds no ill us ions; we clear, and is well expressed in one of
our Constitutional Minutes of AsKNOW its madness and horror and
anguish, and above all we have come semblies of God:to realize its futility. We face a poss"'That inasmuch as the Lord Jesus Chri•t
ible conflict between the Great Powers
commanded us to love our enemi~, we who
as a nightmare that is only too real.
are followers of the PRINCE OF PEACE canand we have good ground for unnot participate in war and bloodshed, but
desire to render unswerving loyalty to His
comfortable conviction that a perMajesty"s Government as far as morally
vile
up
stored
y
on!
has
verted science
possible according to Titus 3 : 1-2; Matt.
factors that will doubly intensify the
5:38-39; Rom. 12 : 14-21."
torture.
Beyond all the outward and physiThe fruit of the Spirit is peace,
cal elements of warfare, there are the and those who are led by the Spirit
deeper spiritual and moral issues in- will always identify themselves with
volved; the stirring of tremendous those things that make for peace
waves of intoxication of judgment, among men. Without desiring to be
the conscription not so much of men, critical we cannot but feel that the
as of minds. The comprehensive great majority of the churches utterly
character of modern warfare means failed in the last war to give that lead
that the individual is irresistibly in expression of the Spirit of Christ
swept at a great price, to lose his which was expected of them. The
identity in all matters of conscience. Baptism of the Holy Ghost should
We ask ourselves again, what is give power to witness for Christ in
the position in the present ominous this matter, as much as in any other;
world-situation of that body of spir- and our beloved Pentecostal people
itual experience, and that commun- do well to give these questions serious
ion of believers, which we call "Pen- thought so that they may be ready,
tecost"?
should a crisis- arrive, to know where
Some will quickly answer that it is they feel God would have tbem stand.
no business of the Spirit-filfed child
There is .:i commonly accepted inof God at all. "Our citizenship is in terpretation of the Bible among us
heauen" (Phil. 3: 20) ; and our con- which, as we believe rightly. recogcerns are to be purely and simply nizes that wars are inevitable until
with heavenly things. This we hold the personal return of our Saviour to
to be largely true, and we have always set up His Kingdom upon the earth.
regarded it as a fundamental misun- Not only do we believe that wars are
derstanding for the believer to become likely to increase in frequency and
absorbed in political affairs.
intensity as that Day approaches. It
War, however, is something which is this conviction which compels us
in the very nature of things today to regard the League of Nations as a
makes it impossible for the believer, beautiful. but vain, dream . All the
bowsoever spiritually-minded he may tenor of prophecy is against the fulbe, to preserve a complete detachable fillment of its attempts to guarantee
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peace. Fundamentally it is doom ed
to failure on principle, because it
makes no adequate recognition of the
basic cause of all wars and fightings.
which is sin ; or of the Divine Remedy, which is the Gospel of Jesus
Christ and Him crucified.
The blessings of peace are so inestimable that we believe all Christians sh ould seek their extension and
prolongation by every legitimate
means in their power. With many of
the present political methods we admit the Pentecostal believer can have
nothing to do, because they involve
principles to which he can never subscribe. But the method of PRAYER is
always available, and for its use in
connection with world-powers and
peace we have the inspired exhortation of I Tim. 2: 1-4. At such a time
as this we should redouble our
prayers, both in private and public.
that if it be possible there may yet be
given to us a further period of peace
on earth.
There need be no unworthy element of mere selfishness in such intercession. There is a declared connection between our own living of
·'quiet and peaceable liues," and "all
men" being saved and coming to the
"knowledge of the truth." Scarcely
anything hinders the pro12agation of
the Gospel so much as war and its
aftermath. For the Gospel's sake we
w:10 know the fulness of the Holy
Spirit should plead earnestly for peace
be maintained .-Redemption Tidto
.
mgs.

.

The Last Hour of Gentile World
Rule by eminent Bible teachers, showing from

the Word that lhe CIIEAT CLIMAX OF THE ACES
will soon burst upon the world. Price 20c phu
3c postage.
JESUS IS VICTOR, by Stanley H. Frodsham. A splendid biography of the late Mfl.
Frodsham, with stirring incident, of a life of

faith. 50c Postpaid.

Satan's Last Dread Counterfeit
A Bible portrait of the Dragon, the Antichrist.
and the False Prophet, by A. Sims. Price 30c.

United States and Russia In
Prophecy
B:,,, Gerald B. Winrod
Russia is portrayed as a bear. England a9 a
lion. E-zekiel speaks of "young lions" whicli
undoubtedly includes the United Stale$. WJI
there be war between the bear ~d the li011?
Price 25c.
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FAILURE. BUT SUCCESS
THROUGH CHRIST
(Continued from

ianity,
wide

very

much needed world-

page 4)
Laodicean Conditions
were looking and who fulfilled their
It
is
not so much what we do, but
Scriptures to the very letter. Nevertheless, because He said that He was what we are spiritually, in God's
che Son of God they crucified Him. hands. Activity is all right, but
Peter, the Apostle of Christ who fol- very dangerous if not controlled
lowed Jesus closely for three years absolutely by the Lord. Has not the
and loved Him dearly, was given Church, and individual Christians as
great power to preach the Gospel, heal well, failed God by substituting the
the sick, cast out demons and raise works of the flesh for the Spirit, as
the dead, but failed utterly in his did the Jewish people, and ignoring
most trying test. For him to say that the place that the Holy Spirit ought
he bad never known Jesus, and to to occupy? For tbis we have the awcurse when pressed hard about the ful apostasy which is now quite in
matter, is almost unthinkable . But evidence everywhere and lamentably
let us withhold our criticism for the so here in America. Too much place
present. Peter was human like all of has been given to man, until we are
us, and wt too may have just such almost worshipping the creature inan opportunity , or a similar one, ~e- stead of the Creator. The Church
fore Jesus comes, to stand for Christ has drifted into Laodicean conditions
and the truth. Will we fail utterly mentioned in Revelation. She is rich
or wi11 we be true? His grace, if we in goods and has no need of anything,
trust Him, thank God is sufficient. and will not repent, humble herself
Peter, honest as he was, expected too and come back to her God-given
much from Peter, like many of us. pbce. But individuals will, and are,
We lean on the flesh when all should thank God; and many are being filled
be expected from God only. God's with tbe Holy Spirit and are being
woe is pronounced upon all such who prepared to be caught away when
trust in the arm of flesh. Oh, it means Jesus returns-wh ich may be sooner
much to come down from our pedes- than we think.
Will God's People Fail Him?
tals, humble ourselves and trust God
to do the seemingly impossible. But
We must be detached from this old
if we are going to be a success after world, prepared, ready and waiting
God's order, our trust and expectation for Him, if we want to be a final sucmust be in and from God only. With cess and in this co::np::.ny. If not,
Paul we must be able to say, "! can what is there left for us but to be
do all things through Christ who is shut out from the Marriage Feast as
my strength." A wonderful exper- were the _five unwise, foolish virgins
ience and position to take. but there in Matt. 25? They were failures beis no other in Gotl' s plan for us. Pet r
ause of a lack of preparation. They
the Apostle failed, it is true; but it is had oil, which was symbolical of the
also true that he retraced his steps, Spirit, but not the fullness, or enough
came back to God, confessed his sin. to admit them. They were careless and
and got filled with the Holy Ghost indifferent about the whole matter
on the day of Pentecost and became as are so many Christians at present.
a power in the hands of the Lord. So
Are we, God's people, going to fail
we His people, even in these most Him now, when we have had so much
trying days when everytbng looks light ;;nd so much is expected of us.
so dark and gloomy. if we do like- in this the most serious hour in the
wise. And this is surely the need of world's b ·story and the closing of
the hour. The world is waiting to the dispens;.tion? Arr we goinis to
see such power manifested before they be true to our calling to follow Him
will believe. Peter preached a short and to herald this gospel to the whole
sermon and three thousand were con- world? This is the greatest privilege
verted. He was so indwelt by the given to man. It means nothing less
Spirit of God that the sick were than to leave all in His hands and to
healed by his shadow falling upon follow Him wheresoever He leads.
them. Was it Peter? No, it was God, This must be done, irrespective of the
resident in him, doing the work consequences, if we want His best and
through a surrendered channel. God to be translated when He comes. A
P"ive us more of it in the ranks of the host of God-fearing people believe it
Lord! After all, this is God's only jq very near. He is, we b<>lieve, rapidly
way of success in His vineyard. Not dosing up the age. The powers of
I, but Christ, in a human being, re- darkness are being let loose for the
living His life, unhindered in word. Tribulation . Who among us is sufthought and deed. This is Christ- ficient to stand, unless we humble

ourselves, get filled with the Holy
Ghost and are anchored in the Rock
Christ Jesus, our only hope and
safety?
What an awful thing to be left
behind and to fail God, after all He
has done for us, and to go into the
Tribulation -which is indescribable.
But God wills it that we should be at
our best and to have His best. Then
,.,, here He is we shall be. Therefore a
wonderful prospect is held out to all
who love His appearing- to all who
are separated unto Him, expectant and
looking for Him at any moment.
This ought to make us all the more
urgent in our preparation and in
her:ilding the good news world-wide.
God grant it I

Oursn0n D0x
"By Milton E. Fish
Question: - Please explain John 3:

13.

Answer :-In verse 11 Jesu1 with
John the Baptist unitedly witness to
the moral qualification of repentance, and tht individual personal
need of the new birth from above.
This testimony Nicodemus and his
assodate-s rejected. Jesus further
rn.a.ke.1 a claim that excludes John
the Bapti4t, in calling Himself the
Son of Man, Who has direct unique
knowledge of htavenly things. In a
sense ha
nnot be ascribed even to
John, Jesus Christ claimed heavenly
experience. Because the Son of Man
is more than man, Ht resides sim.ultaneousl y in htaven and on earth.
He is omniprtsent . While believers
have departed to be with God, and
Elijah even ascended, without dying.
into htaven, no mortal has ascended
to have the direct knowledge of the
mind and activity of God that
Christ bas. In other words, no
saint
holy insight on earth and
no glorifad belitver on the other
sidt of tht river has known or under~
stood God and His glorious power
as does the Christ of God.
Question :--Of whom is Paul speaking in II Cor. 12:2-4?
It is evident that the ap0$tle Paul
is htre referring to himself. Vtrse 1
indicatts that he i.1 writing in a mood
of boasting of his experience. He naturally referred to him-;elf in the third
person, as thouih h t viewed him.self
ob jectinl y.

Word and Work

Pana avarmam~aiam,
Koilpatti
SOUTH

INDIA

Greelings in the awcct precious Name of our
Lord ]t"sus Christ from a far off and ignorant corner of darlt South India. May His all-embracing and ever attractive grace and mercy rule over
this hous.::. We all are well and happy in the
Lord ana wi, to hear the similar new, from you
and all.
We ar,e regularly receiving the valuable ·•Word
rnd Work" for which I thanlr. you from the
depth of my heart. Through your excellent paper
I have cleared up a lot of things that were puzrling mt" and it suits my ideas in every way. May
God bleu you in the worlt. Especially the articles
that are written by Alice Reynolds Flower give
much pleasure to go through and awake my
l,.,-art.
You may ltnow all the difficulties and dis,
appointmcnta of the workers 1n heathen land..
Beloved saini., Brother Nayagan, one of our
workers of the South, is now in the jail for the
Gospel's sake. The people here had wantonly
lo<laed a criminal ca!e against him. The case is
now conducted by the Sub Magistrate of thi,
division. Please hold up this matter seriously to
our areal Heavenly Judge to do justice in this
caS'!. Pray for his poor family al,o. I can
humbly say we have already lasted blessinll)
thou;th Hi• duty is mixed with hard le.tings. I
am detcrmin-,,d in His strength to continue the
fialit even though hardships, trials and tests fall
on m~. Pray, pray, pray; pray unceasingly that
"ur faith fail not.
May the Lord God of all hie.. and lr.eep you
in His ble~sed will. "Be faithful unto death,"
saith the Lord, "and I will give you a crollln
of life." 0 I what a surer, more glorious pledge
can we have cf our final inheritance I
Your beloved brother in His blessed service
for the furtherance of the glorious gospel in
D:,rl< South lndia.-A, Robert Jacobs.

GoinllJatore, sontn n ia
n ,, ''"'''

in Christ:
One scarcely realizes how rapidly bme passes
away. It seems but a short time since I wrote
vou before and y.-t I l<now it 1s quite a time.
Mu·h has transpired. We have opened two new
sta•ieno where we have bapri:zed 40 new con,- • I f rem Hindui•m.
ln the one vi 1lare we baptized' f04.1rleen (we
expect to baptize more of them in the near
f u turc). Our car has made trips into the most
"outlandi,h" places to carry us with the Gospel
m'1isage. This trip was one of the most trying
I thin lt I have taltcn. W c set off and did _. aUJD•
I •r of miles on the main road, which wa• fairly
good, and then were obliged to branch off into
a cart track through some fields. In one part the
track was 10 narrow that the running board. of
the car were touching the rocky sides of the track,
and with much difliculty we got throu![h. We held
a meeting in the old Hindu Temple, and the
neople 1tathercd round lo listen. TI.ere are a
number of aooth,ayeu in this village, and they
openly declared that if they became Christiana
they would lose the gain of soothsaying. We are
praying God will deh~ them from the satanic
power. Our hearts were stirred when we saw
c-ne boy about 12 years old follow us lo the place
of baptism. On the way, two foxes were seen
running away, and this young lad shouted out
"Tli,·•e nt'w Christians have great luclt, for this
is a very aood omenO' I spoke lo him, and he

tnld mr he would lili:e lo berome a Chri,h11n,
I ut h,s family, who were all soothsayers (1ndud
i'l" himself), objected un account of 1h11 profession. He is suet-. a bright little chap that I
<ovet him for Chri t. Will you please pray that
God will get hold of l,im and so deliver 1,im that
he will become an evangelist to this people? God
is able.
Then this week we went to anothrr village
where on,. of our worken has l,r,n workinJ!,
There bel,,ng to the Thid Caste. We had the
g«·at joy of bap:izing 26 of them. Hall,.lujah I
While al this ,;llag~ we were 11ivcn the ~lad
news tha 40 of the Gowdens Cazte (Landlords)
had requested bapti,m. This i, very marvdlous
in our eyes, We are planning to go to baptize
1:1cm before the en<l of 1hr, month_ if pos$ible. We
feel this is a great victory and tru1t it i• th• beginning of a great many more among the Gowdrn Ca,te. Please pray as never before for
theae Cowden,. We have longed for a move in
this direction and it appears that God has begun
to work among them.
We are delighted too, at being able to bap•
tize aome of the ThieYcs, for in the,e days not
many of the Thief Casts are turnina to the Lord.
His Name be magnified!
The extension of work means the increase of
evangehsts in these places to teach converts. We
do not feel we can allow them to be left alone
to "paddle their own canoe." When they are
grounded in the truth we can leave them to look
after the local worlr., but aurely not until then.
If we could double our forces we c01.1ld, in a
,·ery short time, more than double our work.
We have lo refuse because we cannot undertake
furth,r financial responsibility. This is very hard
when we recognize souls are perishing all around
who would readily acc,pt our precious Saviour.
~ Bible school is making excellent progre11.
We have now d,ven brizht students, all ea11er
and earnest students of God"s precious Word.
What a joy it is to daily teach these young men,
future evangelists and pastors of their own people,
and see how they assimilate the precious trutM.
Out of the eleven we have two who re regularly
supported by friends. The others, with us, look to
the Lord for the supply of their needs. Will you
ioin us in thi• glorious worlt. I am very alad
I kd lhc pte(:iolll- pri.,,le9e of studying in th
Bi le school before corning to this land of darltDNs and idolatry.
A marvelous cue of healing is rrported by one
of our worl.:.ers. One person poo,cssed of a deaf
and dumb 1pirit was delivered in the Name of
the Lord Jesus. Hallelujah I It is good to see
!-'is Word being confirmed with signs followmg.
At Coimbatore we yearn for the erection of
our building. We feel it ia very necessary ,ince
people continually go away on account of lad.
of accommodation. Thia last Sunday night people
were standing in the compou.nd as there wu no
room · our Jneeting place. You can help us
build by very delinite prayer. We arc counting
upon you. Yours 10 His great grace,-Spencer
and Maud May.

Rangoon~ Burma
My husband and 1 are PenteCO$lal m1ss1onaries
working amon11 the Indians and Anglo-Indian•
of Rangoon, Burma. We are the only Pentecostal mi .. ionaries i11 Burma excepting a family
of Swedish brethren on the Chinese border. We
have been in Penteco1tal worlt for the past 14
years. I received my Baptism 14 years ago dw
month in San Jose, California. We have a
growing work and are seeing the blessing of God
on our ministry herr. We are faith missionaries.
but a 1100d part of our funds are .-,01 throu@h a
small Full Gospel Organization. -Edna Mae
Ander,on.
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FULL GOSPEi. CONVENTION
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TO NOV 3

Ev

dial Rol....rt Wallace of Attleboro, Ma.u..
will hold • meeting at the Full Gospel Chutch.
~or. Oak and S•avey Sta., Westbrook, Maine.
Daily ,.-,vices: 2:30 P. M.. Bible 1tudy.
- • jQ P. M . Evangcli he Meeting. Sunday services: 10:30 A. M., 2:30 and 7:15 P. M .•
Sunday School Ra!ly, Sunday Oct. 27th at I :00

P.M.
Div111e healing ierVlce and tarryina mcetin1.
Y cu are cc>rdially in\;ted. Come and woubip
wrih us.-]. 1/owarJ Collon, Bible Teacht:r and
Pas/or.
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
CHRISTIAN Ml

!ON HOUNCSS CHURCH
APOUOUC FAITH

or

THE

700 Main St., Cambridge. Mtm,
Services Sunday at 10:30 A. M., 3 :00 and
7 ,00 P. M. Wuk day1 al 2:30 and 7 :30 P. M.
The si It wih be prayed for. Meals will be
oervcd on the free will offering plan.
Those coming from Bostan take Park 1lreel
subway trains to Kendall Square, Take tran,fer
to Main street bus and get off at Windsor 1lrei:I.
Oct 13th to Oct. 20th. Evanielist John Wricht
F ollelle and other speakers. Elder Alfred Crag•
well, Pastor, 87 Cherry St., Cambridge, Mau.
Tel. Trowbridge 7743. Everybody welcome!
EW ENGLAND DISTRICT FELLOWSHIP
New EnRland District Council Meeting (annual). Bridgeport, Conn., will be held Nov. ,
r.nd 6, at the United Pentecostal Church, 285
Wilmot Avenue. Presbyters will meet Nov. 4
at 2:00 P. M., Business session begins Nov. 5,
10:00 A. M. Dr. J. N. Hoover will be the
evening ,pe.u:cr. F rec entertainment lo ministers
and del~at~s.-Pelcr Jepsen, Sec'y, 104 Ridge
Road, Aorth H .. JJen, Conn.
JOHN W. JERGE SEN, MISSIONARY

A card fr~m missionary John \V. Jergcnsen
now al Alt::n, Kansas, advises they are sailing
from San Francisco on the S. S. Faiyo Maru
for Japan.
e were very g'ad to have had Brother
Jergcnsen and family, also lus father and mother,
and sisters, in our home several years ago when
we were living al Springfield, Mo,
FOR SALE
Real mce wdl situated cottage. One large
li,ing room, t·.vo bed rooms, kitchen with brealt.a.t rvcm adjo,n:ng, one 1mall room between
living room and bath room. Full basement ,,ith
,ot air furnace .
'ice lot of shrubbery and
f!-,wcrs. DouLle 11ara11e. Plmtv of fruit. About
one-half acre o' nice level land near Wellesley
Park Um?•grr--nd, 16 miles from Boston, One
good cook stove, breakfast room ..,1 and other
furniture. If interested write the editor.

Talks About Faith
A 156 page book. neatly bound, with 1tim11a
on faith by a Bible teacher who has had
many remarkable experience, in a life of faith.
and who has been in charge of IM R.B.T.S.,
Bible School and faith wort at Rochestrr N. Y.
Price only SOe.

mf'U&llct

Love'& Overflowing
By Alice Reynolds Flower
A second printing of this book of cheery.
comforting poem, wo.s necessary in le,s tnan
three months ftftrr public-ation.
A SW"f'I
,niritual touch marks tht-se oem •nd Ill b~
1hrm L~lov~d by rrad~rs. Tht' nolt mah1 an idc-al
gift.
l ce>vers. Pri«· SOe, Poata,ie 5c.
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DON'T FAIL TO HEAR

Evang. Joseph Terlizzi
OF COLUMBUS. OHIO

-AT THE -

First Pentecostal Church
111 HAWTHORN ST.. CHr-LSEA. MASS.

Rev. Alexander Lindsay, Pastor

October 13th to November 3rd
Services every night except S:iturday at 7 : 45.
Sundays 3 :00 and 7 :30 P . M .
Prayers for the sick.

Old time gospel preaching.

YOUNG PEOPLES' RALLY THURSDAY O CT. 31ST.

=====Al l Seats Free! Co.me!== ===

i

scripture-Text Greeting Caras

t

FDR GBRISTfflDS HJD HOUDHYS
Remember your Friends this Christmas and New
years' with our beautiful low pri~ed, c~oice Scripture Text
Cards that bring a message of fnendsh1p and good cheer.
Celebrate 1he Saviour's birth with greetings
that surely honor Him.
Assortment of 19
beautiful Scripture text cards and envelopes-a
wide variety of artistic designs in dainty colors
with ch-oice text. Packed in a lovely gift box,
Scatter sunshine this Christmas with our Scrip·
lure t~xt cords and c:.nvelope• to match. Pr,
$1 .00 postpaid. Your name printed in Old Eng•
lish lettering 2Sc extra per box. Supply is
limited. Order early I

Christmas and New Year
Post-Cards
Three designs by one of our best
artists, so drawn that they can be
used by all ages. The sentiment on
each card bas been well selected to gether with the Bible verse . 20c per
dozen; $1.25 a hundred.
"The Outpoured Life"
BY

Al.ICE REYNOLDS FLOWER

Another beautiful book of poems just published. Price 10c, plus :3c postage,

SEPC IAL

BUNDLE SUBSCRIBER S
ATTENTION
All churches taking fifty
or more copies of "WORD
and WORK" monthly may
have printed in this space in
bold face type a notice of
their services with Pastor's
and Secretary's name, address and telephone, also invitation to attend your services.

Precious Promise Boxea

Bible Lover's Stationery

Just what you have been looking for! Rich
promis"" from the Word of God. Start the day
with a precious prom1Se I Memorize one ver,e
each day I Take one after each meal I One
promise each day keeps the devil away I Each
QI the 85 promises a deligbtf ul surprise I F ancy
,rt coven. Pnre $2.25 per doz. 20c each.

New distinctive linen finish paper )6 large
sheets with neatly arranged Bible-text in purple
mk. 24 envelops linen finish. One each of ves"l
pocket size booklets-"Words of Cold" and
"\Vords of Sivler" also Amos Wells's famous
Bible Perscription book marks included. Makes
n 1plcnd1d gift. Price 50 cent,.

USE
Now, more
ever, you need

THIS
than
WORD

AND
WORK
every
month- Send in subscriptions for your
friends and fo r misAND

"WORD and W ORK," 7 Auburn Street, FramingPlc.ise send Word and Work
lo the a<lc.lrcss given bclow--for which I enclose,
$2.50 for 3 years - - $1.00 for I year

ham, Massachusett s:-

WORK

is the oldest Pentc•
costal ma11azine published. Founded in

II1878.

FOR SUBSCRI BING

Name

~-ionarles.
\VoRD

BLANK

St. or R. F. D .
City ... .. .. .. ........ .. ........ .. .. ..

StJte

